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EDIT ORIAL DEP ART MENT NOTE
In many industries companies act as bailees for the property
of customers in the form of dies and patterns, textiles received
for finishing, containers, parts or material to be included in a
finished product, or finished goods title to which has passed to
the customer. Detailed accounting for such property is not a
requisite to the preparation of a balance sheet and profit and
loss statement, with the result that few detailed records may
be kept. Aside from any legal liability arising from this relationship, accurate records may be of considerable value in
securing and maintaining customer good will and in facilitating
production. Probably the book manufacturer has this problem
to a greater extent than most manufacturers and has given
most thought to its proper solution. The article in this issue
of the Bulletin describes how one book manufacturer accounts
for the property of his customers.
The author of this article is A. J. Ammon, Controller of
the American Book- Stratford Press, Inc., the company which
manufactured the 1938 N. A. C. A. Year Book. Mr. Ammon
holds the B.C.S. degree from New York University. He is a
member of our Brooklyn Chapter and an associate member of
the New York Society of C.P.A.'s.

COPYRIGHTED BY THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COST ACCOUNTANTS
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ACCO UNTING FO R CUSTO MERS' PRO PERTY
IN A B O O K M AN UF AC TU RI NG P LA NT
By A. J. Ammon, Controller,
American Book - Stratford Press, Inc., New York, N. Y.
to clarify the position of the book manufacturer in
INtheORDER
book industry, a brief outline of the setup under which
books are manufactured and distributed is necessary. The principal factors in this industry are: ( i ) the author, (z ) the publisher, (3) the manufacturer, and (4) the distributor.
Contrary to what may be a general impression, publishers, with
a small number of exceptions, do not manufacture books. The
function of the publisher is to select manuscripts for publication
or books for reissue, to make contracts with authors for payment
of royalties, to arrange for the manufacture of the books, to
finance the manufacture and to market those manufactured. The
publisher makes sales to retailers, jobbers, boards of education,
colleges, department stores, etc.
The Book Manufacturer
The manufacturer's function is confined entirely to the physical
production of the book, including shipping and very often the design of the physical appearance. Generally on competitive bids for
each order and sometimes on schedules of prices established by
competitive bidding, he receives orders from the publisher. Some
manufacturers have complete plants in which are performed all
the operations necessary to the manufacture of a book. A complete plant comprises a composing room, electrotype foundry,
pressroom and bindery. Many plants consist of only one or more
of the four divisions. Thus some plants in the industry consists
only of a composing room, some of a pressroom only, some of a
composing room and pressroom, some of a pressroom and bindery,
some of a bindery only. It is possible to operate plants of these
descriptions because of a practice among publishers of frequently
obtaining bids on each of the major operations as separate units,
although complete plants offer many advantages aside from price.
One of these is the advantage of having all type, plates, paper,
binder's dies and the many other requisites stored at one location
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to facilitate complete production in minimum time under the supervision of one management.
Publishers are not the only customers served by book manufacturers. Authors who either do not succeed in having manuscripts
accepted by publishers or who choose to assume the risk and the
marketing functions of the publisher, printers producing books
for advertising purposes, advertising agencies which place orders
for complete production of special books, publishers of catalogs
and directories, university presses, newspaper chains and others
are all among the customers of the book manufacturer. The manufacturer's records of property stored for customers must be in
such form as to serve all of these classes of customers equally
well. Herein all such customers are referred to as "publishers."
Description of Manufacturing Processes
An understanding of the various kinds of customers' property
stored by the manufacturer and the problems connected therewith
can best be derived from a description of the processes of manufacture from which they arise.
From the typewritten manuscript the type is "set" or "cast,"
either on linotype machines (on which an entire line is cast in one
slug) or on monotype machines (on which each character is cast
individually) or partially on each. After proof- reading and correction the type is usually used to make electrotype plates and
thereafter melted. If any cuts or illustrations are to be printed in
the text of the book, mounted photo- engravings for these are
placed into position in the type. If the printing is done directly
from the type, as is sometimes the case, these engravings are
stored with the type. If electrotypes are made from the type and
engravings, the engravings are stored or returned to the publisher.
Sometimes the engravings are "incorporated" into the electrotypes.
Types of Property
The three classes of property resulting from these operations
are:
i. Type (stored on galleys in racks) (this is property of the
manufacturer),
z. Electrotype plates (stored in boxes containing 64 plates),
and
3. Engravings (stored in packages).
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The fourth class of items stored by the manufacturer is unprinted paper. This is purchased (usually by the publisher) in
large lots for reasons of economy and stored by the manufacturer
for use upon orders from the publisher. Paper is delivered to the
manufacturer in a large variety of sizes, finishes and basic weights.
Item 5 is the printed text, known as "flat sheets."
Besides the printed text or body of the book, the following kinds
of auxiliary printed matter are in production concomitantly, with
the text constituting a separate class:
6. (a ) Inserts (illustrations, charts, maps, etc., on paper different from the text paper) to be pasted ("tipped")
or otherwise secured into the books.
(b) Wrappers or jackets to be placed around the finished
books.
(c) Paper "sidings" for covers of books.
(d) Special paper covers to be used in binding.
(e) Printed labels and inlays to be affixed to covers or to
wrappers of books.
( f) Circulars, pamphlets, cards, errata slips, shipping
labels, etc., to be inserted into books or into or upon
mailing, cartons or shipping containers.
(g) Cartons, slip- cases, mailers, etc.
For the printing of items (a) to ( f) engravings are used and
stored. Sometimes one or more of items (a) to (g) are procured
by the publisher from other sources and supplied in finished form
to the manufacturer.
Items (a ) to (g) are often printed or supplied in a quantity
greatly in excess of that actually required for the quantity of the
text to be printed or to be bound. This is done for reasons of
economy in unit cost. The excess quantity is stored by the manufacturer for use in connection with future printings or bindings
of the text.
The last process, the binding, produces two different classes of
property, namely:
7. Finished books
8. Folded and gathered books or sewed books.
In connection with items 8 it is necessary to explain that sometimes, in order to keep at a minimum the investment at risk on a
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book, the publisher orders the manufacturer to bind only a portion
of the quantity printed. The portion left unbound is folded and
gathered or, more usually, folded, gathered and sewn. This is
done to reduce the unit cost of binding, keep spoilage at a minimum and facilitate storage of the sheets not ordered bound. A
trade custom permits the manufacturer to perform these operations on the sheets and to charge the publisher for them for the
sound reason that it would be impractical and very costly to attempt to store sheets in flat condition. ( Sheets in flat condition
range in size from approximately 25 x 38 inches to 38 x 50 inches
whereas books in gathered or sewed condition usually range in
such relatively small sizes as 4% x 6% inches to 6/ x 9% inches
and therefore lend themselves much more readily to economical
and practical storage and easy handling and counting.)
These gathered or sewed books are stored pending later orders
to complete the binding of a portion of all of them.
The bound books are held in storage and shipped on publisher's
order either to publisher's warehouse or customers of the publisher.
Item 9 consists of binder's dies used in stamping the covers of
the book.
Item to includes manuscripts, original drawings and original
photographs used for the making of photo- engravings, all of which
are returned to the publisher as soon as possible after their purpose has been served. The record of these items is kept in the production department during the progress of the work.
Storage of Property
For reasons of efficiency, special areas or rooms are set aside
for the storage of each (or groupings) of the above ten classes
of property. Two of the reasons for doing this are:
i. The labor of handling and re- handling is kept at a minimum by planning storage in areas so located as to minimize
the distances of the storage area from the part of the plant
in which is done the process last preceding storage and that
first succeeding removal from storage. The exceptions are
items which usually remain in storage for relatively lengthy
periods or where a high rental cost factor makes it preferable
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to use areas of better lighting, heating, and ventilation for
actual manufacturing, relegating storage of certain property
to areas less costly from the standpoint of rent.
2. Segregation of the various kinds of property in separate
areas facilitates control and the delegation of responsibility
for the custody of the property.
A clerk is in charge of each such storage area or room and is
responsible for rendering to the office full reports of all transactions, and in some cases, for keeping supplementary records.
Impo rt an ce o f Reco rd s

Aside from the full legal liability of the manufacturer as a
bailee, there are two major reasons for accurate and complete
records of property in his custody, namely:
t.

The preservation and promotion of the good -will of customers by—
(a ) preventing annoyance and delays through failure
to account for and locate property when occasion
to do so arises, and
(b) supplying inventories and other information.

2.

The promotion of efficiency in the manufacturer's plant
by obviating losses of time and delays in scheduled production resulting from inadequate or inaccurate records.

The records provided must serve several purposes, the principal
of which are:
1. To show the detailed facts concerning receipt and delivery.
2. To show the location of the property in the storage areas.
3. To fix responsibility for property taken from storage areas for
manufacturing purposes.
4. To record the liability in terms of money, if so expressible (the
money value of items not produced by the manufacturer but supplied to him is not generally known).
5. To prove delivery or receipt by means of appropriate documents.
6. To show related invoicing data.
7. To enable the owners of the property to substantiate claims for
compensation by their insurers for such losses as are not the
responsibility of the manufacturer (fire, sprinkler leakage, other
water damage, damage or loss not arising from negligence on the
manufacturer's part, etc.)
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Receipts
A system of serially numbered receipts for each class of property received and delivered provides the basis for the manufacturer's records as well as notice (by means of a copy of the receipt) to the publisher, and evidence of receipt and deliver}-. Receipts for most classes of property are prepared on autographic
registers to provide three copies. For property received, one copy
is surrendered to the sender, one is sent to the publisher as a notice
and one is kept as a basis for entries in billing and property
records. For property delivered, the original is signed by the recipient of the property and filed by the manufacturer, one copy is
sent as a notice to the publisher and the other is kept as a basis
for entries. All receipts for each class or groups of classes of
property are accounted for by separate records of serial numbers.
Duplicates of shipping documents issued by common carriers are
carefully filed.
For some classes of property, the manufacturer prepares the
serially numbered receipts in triplicate in a bound book form, one
copy remaining in the book, the others being detached by means
of perforations at one edge.
Types of Records Maintained
The records maintained are similar in form and in method of
control to regular double entry journal and ledger bookkeeping
records with the exception that records for some classes of property are not controlled by means of amounts in either money or
other units. The reason for this exception is that often values are
not known and quantities in other units are not on a uniform
basis. An example of this is found in the records of customers'
unprinted paper stock. Prices vary for finish, quantity contracted
for over a period, quantities ordered delivered at one time, color,
extra -light weight and special grades, and are not known to the
manufacturer for each lot of paper received for customers' accounts. Quantity would be practically meaningless as a medium
of overall control because the quantity designation (reams and
quires) is applied to a large range of sizes. For example, " I 2 0
reams 4 quires" might apply to a size of 8 x ii inches or 5 0 x 76
inches, and would indicate the same number of sheets of paper in
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each case with a wide difference between them in total weight and
total value. Besides, if an arbitrary price per pound were used as
a basis throughout, this would involve so much additional calculating labor as to make control in terms of money an advantage
of doubtful value. As will be shown later other means are used to
control this record.
Types of Journal and Ledger Records
Wherever feasible, postings to ledger records are made from
sales journals or periodical reports. For some classes of property,
one copy of serially numbered receipts, in bound book form, is
used as the journal record or as a means of verifying the correctness of periodical reports prepared therefrom by supervisors of
storage areas.
Two types of ledger records are maintained. One type is a
master record kept in the accounting office in full detail and under
control. The other is a separate record kept in each storage area
for the convenience of the clerk in charge thereof to show only
certain items of information necessary to enable ready finding of
property. Visible index card forms printed on both sides are used
for both.
The records for the various classes of property are described
in the following pages, not in the order in which listed previously,
but in an order which permits treating first the records which are
most easily described.
Record of Customers' Paper
A receipt is issued in a bound book form for all paper received.
From one copy thereof a posting is made to the debit side of the
ledger record (Exhibit i ) . The credit posting is made from a
copy of the printing order issued by the production office for every
job printed.
The quantity and description of paper used is shown on the bill
rendered to the customer for the printing. This enables the customer to operate an inventory system similar to that of the manufacturer, with the addition of money values.
As previously mentioned, the manufacturer's record of customers' paper on hand is not in such form that a trial balance
could be abstracted for proof with a controlling account because
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of the absence of both money values and other comparable
units. However, over a period of many years, no difficulty attributable to the lack of a controlling account has been experienced. Some of the reasons for this are:
i. Complete inventories of paper are submitted to customers several times each year for comparison with their inventory records.
s. A similar record, with additional information showing
locations, is maintained in the paper storage department. The
two records are compared at intervals by the auditing department (after test checks of "debit" and "credit" postings)
principally as an assurance that the records are carefully
kept by both the office and the storage department.

Internal Audit
A consideration of the auditing of these records must raise this
question: "What is the means of safeguarding against removals
(for private sale) of customers' paper by the supervisor, or
other employees, in the storage department, such removals to be
concealed by means of substitutions of similar stock from inventories of other customers at such times as the removed paper is
required by the printing department for the execution of a customer's orders" ?
The answer is that a major safeguard is inherent in the nature
of the stock. Paper is supplied to the manufacturer in such wide
variety and extremes of quantities, sizes, special finishes, mill
sources, basic weights, thicknesses, and special "shades" of that
color which the layman calls "white ", that substitutions to cover
thefts of paper would require something other than a very high
degree of ingenuity. For instance, a substitution of one paper of
the same size and weight for another, both papers having the same
description as to finish, would probably be detected by either a difference in "color" (shade of white) or a difference in the bulk of
the finished book due to the practice on the part of paper mills of
manufacturing stock with a certain nominal "finish" to "bulk" to
a specified number of pages per inch, and the practice of publishers of planning each book to make a specific bulk. Of course, as a
precaution, occasional physical inventories are taken and compared with the card records.
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Record of Bound Stock and Related Property
It has been found convenient and practical to keep on one master record (a visible index card) for each title a complete record
of transactions in the following classes of property:

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Bound books
Flat sheets
Inserts (maps, illustrations, charts, etc.)
Books stored in gathered or sewn condition
Book wrappers
Paper sidings for covers of books
Printed paper covers
Labels or inlays for covers or jackets
shipping labels, etc.
Circulars, pamphlets, cards, errata,
Cartons, slip- cases, mailers, etc.
slips,

1.
3.
3.
4.

In addition, records showing receipts and deliveries in terms of
quantity only (and locations) are kept in each of the areas in
which the above are stored. Of the above ten classes of property
only one, bound books, is under complete accounting control in
terms of money.
The procedure underlying the record of bound books is as
follows: For each lot of books to be bound a "binding order" with
complete specifications and instructions is issued to the bindery
division of the plant. A copy ( #4) of this order is kept in the
production office for follow -up. Another copy ( #5) is used by the
cost department for its postings. Another copy ( #6) accompanies
each lot of books in process. On this last, each factory operating
department records the quantity of books which passed through
the particular process or processes performed in that department.
These entries also show the number of books spoiled. Upon the
return of this copy to the accounting office, after examination and
approval by the bindery superintendent, it is used for comparison
with the records (described in the next paragraph) showing the
number of good books delivered to the bound stock storage department.
Counting Books Entering Stock
When books are completely bound, examined, jacketed, individually cartoned, packaged, etc., they are piled on platforms
( "skids ") and carefully counted in the examining department.
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The quantity counted is entered on what we call Form 2, which is
serially numbered and prepared in duplicate. Both copies of this
form accompany the platform carrying the books. The quantity,
title and publisher are recorded in a permanent day -book record
and the platform is then delivered to the stock room, which will
not accept books unless accompanied by Form 2. There the books
are counted, once upon receipt, and again as they are transferred
to numbered bins if they are not to be shipped immediately, or
they are counted upon receipt and part or all are transferred to
platforms preparatory to inclusion in an out -of -town shipment or
a local delivery, usually in combination with other titles. If the
quantity recorded on Form 2 is found correct, both copies are initialled, and the duplicate copy returned to the examining department for any correction of the quantity entered in its permanent
day -book record, and the usual filing. The approved original of
Form 2 is delivered to the stock clerk in charge of the records in
the bound stock storage department.
In addition, at the time the books are transferred to storage bins,
an entry of the quantity is recorded on the stock card in each bin
and initialled by the employee who counted the books at that point.
In the storage department the quantity of books is figured by
counting the number of books in each pile on the platform, multiplying by the number of piles of the same height, and adding any
odd number of books left over. This operation of multiplication
and addition is written in a space provided on Form 2, at the time
of the original counting in the examining department, checked as
described above, and the bin number is written on the form for
entry of the location on the department's record.
"Customers' Unbilled Stock"
The stock clerk, who receives the original of this form, checks
to see that all serial numbers are accounted for, verifies the calculations appearing upon it and posts from it to a visible card record
for each title to record the date, quantity put into stock and the
location (bin number). He then enters the title, publisher and
quantity, and the serial number of the ticket (Form 2 ) on a serially numbered autographic register receipt prepared in duplicate.
This receipt is sent to the billing department where the books are
invoiced "into stock" with selling price entered and extended. This
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invoice becomes a debit to "Customers' Unbilled Stock" account.
All stock delivered to the bound stock storage department is
charged to this account and credited to sales. As books are invoiced to customers, "Customers' Unbilled Stock" is credited and
accounts receivable debited. It is similar in nature to a finished
goods inventory account with the exception that entries in it are
made at the same price as entries in the accounts receivable account, whereas in the conventional treatment, entries in the finished goods inventory account are made at cost and entries in the
accounts receivable account are made at selling price.
The reason for using the selling price in both accounts is that,
except for actual physical delivery to the customer (there are no
trade discounts), the manufacturer has completed his contract, has
transferred title, has made delivery, in a legal sense, for the books
are available to the customer and the customer is liable for the
invoice at full price even though he may not, because of special
terms to be explained later, be immediately invoiced. This also
explains why the sales account is credited when this "unpaid
stock" account is debited. These debits to "Customers' Unbilled
Stock" account by the billing department are made in a separate
sales book, analyzed monthly by customers, and the monthly total
posted to the account for each customer in the "Customers' Unbilled Stock Account" ledger.

Billing of Customers
Credits to this special account ( and the corresponding debits to
accounts receivable) arise under various conditions, depending on
the invoicing terms for each contract or specially agreed blanket
terms for each customer. To some customers, invoices are rendered at the end of each week or month for all stock put into storage during the period in excess of stock delivered during the
period (and billed upon delivery) ; to other customers, invoices are
rendered only upon delivery and later an invoice is rendered for
all stock remaining on hand at a specified date, once, twice or more
often each year or separately at the expiration of a specified period
after the completion of each lot of books; to some customers only
memorandum invoices without prices are rendered at the time of
delivery, but an invoice for all stock put into storage is rendered
weekly or monthly or at the time of the completion of the binding
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of each lot of books ordered bound. Therefore the debit balance
in "Customers' Unbilled Stock" does not represent the value of
books in storage, but only that portion thereof which has not been
formally invoiced to customers. This further explains why the
sales account is credited when debits are made to the "Customers'
Unbilled Stock" account, for the income from the contract arises
upon completion of the contract regardless of the terms of payment or agreements to defer invoicing to a later date.
Only one really important objection can be raised to this. In
crediting sales, no account is taken of the manufacturer's liability
to make the necessary expenditure involved in actual physical delivery to the customer's warehouse, or elsewhere, within an agreed
circumscribed locality. This is provided for by means of the
"Reserve for Delivery Costs on Bound Stock Inventory." This
reserve is adjusted monthly, on the basis of an average delivery
cost per thousand volumes for the number of volumes included in
"Customer's Unbilled Stock," plus the number of volumes on
hand already invoiced to customers and, therefore, not appearing
in the "Customers' Unbilled Stock" account. The corresponding
debit is made to the sales account.

Master Stock Record
The above explanation is made in order to show the use of the
master stock record mentioned on page 1376. The portion thereof
relating to bound books has headings as indicated on page 1380.
At the foot of this visible index card are shown the title of the
book, the author and the publisher. A system of differently colored, movable metal tabs is used to flag the dates when invoices
for stock on hand are to be rendered. The cards for each publisher's titles are kept together, with a master card carrying the
invoicing terms.
The postings in section 1 of the form are made from the daily
invoices debited to "Customers' Unbilled Stock"; those in section
z are made from the invoices charged to accounts receivable and
credited to "Customers' Unbilled Stock." Section 3 is used to carry
the balance in terms of quantity and money amounts. A trial balance of the money amounts in section 3 on the cards for each publisher, should agree with the debit balance in the individual
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customer's "Unpaid Stock" account. Postings in sections 4A and
4B are made as follows:
When an entry in section 2 represents an invoice for stock on
hand (undelivered) it is also entered in section 4A. When delivery is made of books previously invoiced, a memorandum bill,
without money amounts, is sent to the customer. From the sales
book copy thereof, an entry is made in section 4B. The entries in
sections 4A and 4B enable the clerk to check the accuracy of the
billing department's work in connection with stock bills and
memorandum invoices to prevent invoicing to customers for books
which have already been charged on stock bills or erroneously
sending memorandum bills in instances where a stock bill has not
actually been rendered, and a regularly priced and extended delivery invoice is in order. As succeeding lots of books may be
bound at prices different from that of the first lot, due to differences in specifications, quantities, wage rates, market conditions,
etc., this card record enables the billing department to determine
the right price to be applied to each lot of books delivered, or to
stock bills for books remaining on hand from each lot bound. It
is likewise a means for auditing the prices thus used. The prices
applying to each order are shown on a separate visible index card
for each title, showing the dates, quantities, order numbers, etc.,
of orders for lots of books of that title and the price applicable to
each lot, with a space for a check -mark for showing that all copies
in a lot have been invoiced.
Customers' Delivery Order
It is necessary to add that when customers order deliveries of
books, a "delivery order" is typed in triplicate, serially numbered,
each copy on a different color of paper. One copy is kept for office
follow -up, and two copies go to the stock room which includes the
shipping department. Of these latter two copies, one is held by
the shipping clerk for follow -up and one, after notation of the bin
number by the stock clerk, is used as the instruction sheet for the
men who remove the books from the bins for shipping. These men
enter and initial on the stock card in each bin, the date and quantity removed. This copy of the delivery order accompanies the
books, passes to the clerk in the stock room for check upon serial
numbers and postings to his stock record (for each title) and for
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preparation of the formal (serially numbered) autographic register receipt. This receipt is prepared in triplicate, one copy for
the customer's signature, one copy for the billing department and
one copy for the customer. Each container of books is separately
entered on the receipt. The shipping clerk checks from the customer's copy of the receipt as shipping containers are removed
from the stock room to the trucks. The copy signed by the customer is delivered to the billing department for matching, comparison and filing with that department's copy. On shipments made
by common carriers, the duplicate bill of lading takes the place of
the customer's signature on the receipt. Such shipments also contain packing slips showing contents and the initials of employees
who verified the quantities.

in

Master Record Used for Other Types of Property
On this master record spaces are provided for date, quantity
and source data regarding receipt of the items numbered from 5
through 8 referred to earlier in this article. Inasmuch as these are
used in the same quantities as the quantities of books bound, the
balance on hand is determined by deducting from the quantity received thereof, the total quantities of books bound, and adjusting
for normal spoilage. In the case of flat sheets, the balance so arrived at represents the number of copies gathered or sewed, for no
sheets are left in flat condition.
However, as shipments of items 5 to 8 are sometimes made separately instead of being used
connection with the binding of
books, spaces are provided for recording such shipments and the
related billing data.
Binder's Dies
Dies are used in the stamping of covers. A set of dies will last
almost indefinitely. They are stored in numbered drawers. For
each title a card is filled out with the following information:
TITLE- AUTHOR'S NAME- PUBLISHER'S NAME
Number
of Pieces
n Set
i

Date
Received

Drawer
Number

Date
Delivered
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By the provision of a space for the signature of the recipient
the necessity for a system of receipts is obviated. The signature is
obtained whenever the dies are delivered outside the plant. When
dies are delivered to the stamping department, an entry is made
in a day -book. The foreman of the stamping department initials
the entry upon delivery of the dies to him. Upon return of the
dies to the stock room, the stock clerk initials the entry in the
presence of the stamping department's foreman to prevent disputes if dies cannot be found.
In this day -book are also entered the data regarding dies delivered outside the plant. When the card for the dies is returned
with the signature of the recipient, the entry is initialled.

Plate Vault Record
The plates kept in the vault are:
i. Unmounted electros of text plates. These constitute the
bulk of the contents of the vault and are stored in piles in
wooden boxes, two rows of piles back to back, each box
stenciled at its front end with the title of the book and
name of the publisher. Each row ( "section ") is identified by one or two letters of the alphabet. Piles ( "stacks ")
are numerically identified.
2. Unmounted electros for inserts, which are stored on racks
in packages.
3. Mounted electros and mounted original engravings for
illustrations, inserts, wrappers, sidings, covers, labels, inlays, circulars, pamphlets, etc., which are also stored on
racks in numbered packages.
Proofs on pa per of uniform size (punched with holes along
one edge) are "pulled" for each of the plates in items 2 and 3
above. The package number and location on racks is noted on the
proof, together with the title of the book, the publisher's name
and description of the matter (wrappers, sidings, etc.) printed
from the plate or plates in the package. Whenever possible, where
more than one plate is used, all of plates used together for a particular purpose are proved on one sheet. The proof sheets are
numbered, filed in a post binder and carefully indexed.
In the plate vault, on visible index cards, are kept records of the
plates (item i above) for each title, the number of boxes contain -
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ing them, date received, from whom received, location in vault,
date delivered, to whom delivered or consigned, name of publisher
name of owner, (which may be different from name of publisher)
and name of author. In the office, a similar record, including location data, is kept except that it carries additional data in order
to furnish complete specifications for the printing of the book including all auxiliary matter such as inserts, wrappers, inlays,
labels, etc. The reasons for keeping two sets of records, which are
duplicates to some extent, are:
i. Absence of control of plate vault records in terms of
money makes it imperative to afford a means of checking
the records maintained by the supervisor of the vault, and
of freeing the management from complete dependence
upon his set of records.
Plates are of such a high cost value that the loss of one
set would create a liability of several times the cost of
keeping the second set of records for a period of several
years.
3. They enable the office to check inventories of plates rendered to plate - owners.
The office also keeps a "section inventory." This is a record of
all the plates stored in each section (by stacks) and serves as a
cross - check on the record kept for each title.
The plate vault supervisor keeps a day -book showing plates delivered to the pressroom for printing. When plates are returned
to the vault, the date of return is entered alongside the entry of
delivery.
For all plates of any kind delivered and received, serially numbered receipts are prepared in a bound -book form. One copy of
the receipt remains in the bound book on file in the vault. The
signed original is carefully kept in a permanent file in the office.
Reports on Plates
Three reports are sent to the office by the plate vault supervisor
as follows:
Plates or cuts received ( Exhibit 2).
Plates or cuts delivered ( Exhibit 3) .
Plates put into final location (Exhibit 4).
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The last report is used to report the location into which newly received plates are placed, or changes in location of other plates.
The office audits and posts these reports as indicated by the
headings on the forms. The audit is made by reference to the receipts, in book form, and copies of orders issued to the plate vault.
From these forms, postings are made to the card record for each
title, and also to the "section inventory."
Money values are not used in the plate vault records because, in
many instances, the plates are not made by the manufacturer, but
delivered to him. The use of the section inventory affords a check
on the records kept by title and offsets the disadvantage of the absence of money values which might be used in proof by the trial
balance method for proof with a controlling account.
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